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Richard McAniff
RE: Office 9 focus areas

The process that Stevesi is proposing below is the right start, i’d like to add to this process by putting down into words
some of the ideas that I have been thinking about recently. A lot of what I am about to write is noL new, but represents a
collection of different peoples thoughts, and is the result of conversations (and email exchanges) i’ve had with everyone
on the To:line, as well as conversations with people such as Bobmu, Adamb, and Darrylr and others.
I recess perspective I believe we need to have an overriding framework which we (and our teams) can use
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I’ve taken the liberty to put forth a strawman proposal with regard to each of these areas. This is not meant to be
exhaustive, but is meant to stimulate discussion so that we can make forward progress.
Threats. I think we all wou!d agree that we face multiple threats. Because of this, it is pretty-easy to get confused about
what should be done, or which priority is most Important... i.e., should we build that next feature into product x, or should
we put more efforts into a common feature in ©ffice, etc., etc. We need to all agree on the set of threats that are most
cdtical and then plan accordingly..,
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Make Upgrading to the new Office9 environment a "No Brainer". This objective is about what we will tell our so!ca
force next year when we are ready to have them soil t.he next version of Office¯ It is about the "value proposition" of why
people should upgrade. It is not about the Web per so, but about the benefits that users derive from the Office product.
.When we talk about
Office features, we should be thinking about how each feature fits into one of these "buckets".
- h s includes everyth ng from frictionless upgrades, integration with SMS, easy access to our Office Web
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help Office workers navigate and find information in a world where information is growing at exponential rates. Tibia is
independent of the Web, but becomes even more critical in the context of the Web.
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Office is the best place to Organize your data¯ This is the flip side of navigating and finding data. We need to he~p
the Office worker easily organize his/her data once it has been found. A logical piece to think about doing this is in
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need to make sure that each application fully enabtes collaboration and communication. Users will want to know: who
authored this; who else has read it; who can help me with it; who can I respond to about it or discuss it with, etc.
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Office is the best place to author and analyze your data. We need make is super easy to create documents that
are rich in content. We also need to make it easy for users to interact and analyze information once they have it on their
desktop.
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Build for the Web. Office needs to look like an integrated product built for the Web. This of course means very
different things to different people, so we need to be crisp about what we mean here. In building for the Web, it is
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implicat;on is that ~t~e can now reach a much larger set of users than in the past. This represents a tremendous
opportunity to us. However, this new class of user is more concerned about collaborating and consuming information than
about authoring it. They will want much richer documents (images, voice, video, etc) than we have provided in the past.
They will need better tools for searching, navigating, organizing, and viewing data. These new "Information Consumers"
live on information flow¯
There are different ways we can approach the opportunity that the Web provides us. As noted above, I think that Stevesi’s
focus groups will cjo a long way in terms of making sure that we have a much more consistent story, but I think that there
is a higher level set of issues that we need to address. For example, how far do we go in terms of Componentization,
what is our shell story, how does each group take advantage of Normandy, or Exchange or Denati. Here are some ideas
Craig Unger and I have been talking about over the last couple of weeks in preparing the Access product plan.
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can. For example, AccessfExcel should build a repeal ng component "aka Live ~eports" that can be used by Excel and
Access, but also is suitable for the Web. if we build a new List manager (Tab e by data) this should also be built as a
component, in the short run it may be easier for products to think about building functionality into their own respective
shells, but we should attempt to build new functionality that is "shell neutral".
Web U I. We should explore new and innovative ways in which present our UI in the Web browser itself (or within
Office/OutJook shell). If we are successful here, Office will keep the user "in context", since our users wiII spend an
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platform. Note that 1 am not saying that we need to turn the core Office product into a development environment. In fact,
one could argue that we should take VBE out of the core Office product and put it into an Office developer box. We need
to leverage the work that is going on in the Tools area, as well as making our individual products play together much more
effective so that people can build solutions using our products¯
Provide smooth migration into developer focused tools such as VB and Istudio
Integrate Technology such as Terra Cotta into Office
Think about really investing in a "Developer Office SKU"... we sort of have this with the ODE, but the functionality
*
can be extended.
Assumptions¯ It is important for us to make several assumptions if we are going to give clear direction to our respective
teams. The assumptions are of course tied up in many different areas. First and foremost we need to decide what we
think our threats and key areas of innovation are.., this will lead to lots of progress. Next there are
a bunch
of second level
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a few areas
sets of assumptions, and as each team starts to move forward, we’ll continue to add to this list.
(primarily for illustration purposes) that need to address. There are many others.
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The role of Trident (1’11 argue that we should put a stake in the ground and use Trident)
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Cross platform assumptions
Crosss browser assumptions
Dates and deliverables
Dependencies on other groups

Scenarios. In order to evaluate whether our product meets the product objectives listed above, it is important to eva!uate
ourselves in the light of a set of scenarios. We should be able to ask ourselves "Does this help us to solve such and such
problem"? Obviously there are literally thousands of different scenarios that we could think about building around. We
need to make sure that we have covered the critical ones that Office think are most important.., i.e., those that counter He
threats listed above. Office as a group needs to address this question, but just as importantly, each product group should
define their scenarios in light of what we think the threats/assumptior~s and objectives are.
- richard
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Office 9 focus areas
Subject:
Confidential
Sensitivity:
A note up front, these notes are more than we actually talked about so it is possible that there is too much here that folks
don’t agree with. A lot of conversations have taken place on this subject among program managers and PUMs so this
attempts to roll those up into one piece of mail. Any errors or major ieaps of faith/logic/guts remain mine.
Comments Welcome!
This mail contains the straw-person feature/focus areas for Office9 we talked about today. These are meant to be focus
efforts that last the entire length of the product cycle (i.e. these aren’t program manager task forces) and the hope is that
ersP.ective’~, that all of our features
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but in a straight forward way). This will allow us to more easily make tradeoffs and to make su
product that meets some specilqc needs.
The best way to meet needs is to define scenarios based on research that each of these areas will use as design
constraints. For many of these the work is already underway. Some will be harder since they are based on
"unarticu~ated" needs (such as how does office play on intemets when everything thinks internet=notepad). The program
manager owner of this area working with product planning where appropriate will be responsible for these scenarios. A
clear vision for this focus area will include some specific scenarios.
A main goal of these focus areas is to make it easier to decide cross-product issues. The people working on this area are
responsible for the implementation of their work in all the applications (Word/Excel!PowerPoinb’Access, not Outlook right
now). There witl be development and testing with a similar focus.
We will also be prioritizing these areas in terms of a product vision which will help to enable groups to make tradeoffs,
rou s for resource allocation.
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areas are relatively orthogonal after these.
The time frame for this release will be less than 18 months and probably scheduled for around 12-15 months. This
depends on h’zo things: the Mac and getting some specs and estimates very soon. The resource allocation to both Oft]co9
and across these areas will be determined based on this first round of feature list generation and normal cuts. The
assumption, in terms of process, will be that we will be much more fluid about moving resources across these areas as we
get started.
There are some other key assumptions we will generate over time in the areas of: hardware, platform, system services
(trident, denali, IIS), working with netscape/apache, etc.
Finally, although there have been lets of discussions about organizations, this mail is about focus and tcchnoiocjy.
Rlchard~: haa bc6n thinking through !.he organizational issues associated with getting up a structure that will ensure that
we can build a great product with the minimal amount of organizational friction.
Major Areas:
TCO: This group owns the issues associated with the deployment and management of Office9 as well as the upgrade and
interoperabifity issues. The key things to think about are setupless applications, self-repairing applications applications
that can discover features, http://office for locating components and installing on the fly management!]oggi’ng of the use ef
office in a corporation (SMS-likelintegration). It is important to solve the problems assc~ciated with free-seatinglroaming

users as well. Out setup technology fits in this group as well.
Web Client: This inciudes work that makes each application a great client on the new browser platform. This means we
look into specifics about being an act!vex control, documents as mail notes, and the use of HTML forms as the
programmability container for solutions. The definition of HTML for Office9 would also be in this group. An important part
of being a web client is participation in coliaborafion and what we called workgroup in 9-/, so this group would own this as
well [brianmac].
Web Server - Leveraging a web (nntp/internet) server as a key way for users to store, collaborate, locate, and distribute
documents is the central focus of this group. This a so includes track!ha user preferences (as part of free seating),
personalization, and general services for each user of O[fice that would’hast be served by residing on a server.
Graphics and PowerPoint - What Rail said about preparing and delivering presentations. In addition, this group would
own taking our graphics efforts and moving them forward.
Word Processing/Inte/liSense/Assistance - This area would focus on making the best editing and authoring toot. The
core wordmail work would be in the Client team (most likely) but many of the other features mentioned in the word9 plan
would fall into this category. Because of Word’s traditional focus on ease of use and because of the code issues this
group would also own our ease of use message. Assistance would also be driven from here. [See late breaking proposal
at the end.]
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for end-users. The plans outlined by Excel9 and Access9 are featured. By having these in one focus area we can drive a
strategy and an implementation that complements each of these products. Basic use for spreadsheet input is also in here.
Programmability - The shared development model, object model, language implementation, use of Java, use of
javaScript/events, etc. fall into this area.
Outlook - being the Hub in a great way.
Notes:
Note 1: Andrewk suggested that the Word mission be moved into Web client, since nearly everything word wants to do is
about being an HTML mail client and then breaking out IntelliSense/Assistance[UI into a single focus area. This sounds
good to me.
I of th s is to reduce the number of people that need to meet about tho whole
Note 2: As we talked about a p.nm.ary goa
rou s (currentl at 9). One thought is to put
product. So there is still a desire [o reduce the total number of these g ~ _
Y
programmability in with one of hte web groups (client or server, depending on Note 1).
Note 3: Office Shell is something that severa have mentioned (brianmac, richardm, craigu). This is something that we
should understand better and factor in appropriately.

